Metabolism of carcinogenic alpha-asarone by human cytochrome P450 enzymes.
Major metabolites of alpha-asarone in liver microsomes are epoxide-derived side-chain diols. The intermediately formed epoxides are mutagenic and form DNA adducts and thus are likely responsible for the (hepato) carcinogenic effect of alpha-asarone observed in male mice. We here investigated the role of eight human cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYP1A1, 1A2, 2A6, 2B6, 2C19, 2D6, 2E1, and 3A4) in the metabolism of alpha-asarone using Supersomes™. The epoxidation of the side-chain of alpha-asarone was mainly catalyzed by CYP3A4 and to a lesser extent by 2B6 and 1A1 whereas the hydroxylation of the side-chain leading to (E)-3'-hydroxyasarone was catalyzed by all investigated CYPs excluding CYP2A6. O-demethylation was catalyzed by CYP1A1, 2A6, 2B6, and 2C19. Applying relative activity factors (RAF) to the observed formation rates revealed that CYP3A4, at least at lower substrate concentrations, is nearly solely responsible for the formation of the mutagenic side-chain epoxides of alpha-asarone. Comparison of the RAF-corrected formation rates of all metabolites with those found in incubation with human liver microsomes revealed that the side-chain hydroxylation and epoxidation can be explained in good approximation by the tested hepatic CYPs, whereas other CYPs or enzymes may contribute to the O-demethylation of alpha-asarone. Therefore, the capacity for metabolic activation of alpha-asarone has to be expected to be widely present among the general population.